



A Master Plan for the Campus
This is the 1988 Campus Master Plan for the University of Pennsylvania.
Its aim is both to provide direction on a wide range of immediate and short range prob-

lems, and to serve the longer range needs for growth and change: to provide a vision of

Penn's future. Like the plans which have preceded it, this plan must be seen as part of a

continuing process, providing a framework for development while it remains responsive to

the real needs of the community it is to serve. Penn's campus must be capable of encom-

passing growth and change over time; thus, a master plan designed to guide development
must also be flexible, able to respond to future changes in the University's priorities and

assumptions. Specific designs and solutions can only serve to illustrate the concepts and

recommendations contained in the plan.
The University is a diverse and complex community with a population of approxi-

mately 40,000. Any physical plan for this community, if it is to be truly useful, must

address the varied needs of all its members, while recognizing that their various pursuits
are interrelated. This plan addresses both the needs for space in which to live and work,

and the more abstract needs for a sense of community and an identifiable image.
The visionary model of the campus of the future presented by the 1998 Campus Master

Plan is the necessary framework around which the components of an operational plan for

guiding specific development actions are structured. That vision is based upon real oppor-
tunities for bold changes which can occur if the University lends its active support. It also

recognizes the physical and political limitations of the campus' surroundings, as well as the

many positive qualities of the existing campus. But it is not limited by what is in place,
nor is it a working drawing for past policies and plans. It is designed to remain flexible,

allowing for change, within an overall plan concept, a campus order, aimed at an ideal
future.
The ideas and recommendations incorporated in this Campus Master Plan have been

developed through an extensive process aimed at identifying and affirming the values and

objectives of this University: developing alternative strategies for achieving its goals and

presenting their implications: and lastly, incorporating the suggestions and recommenda-
tions of many groups and individuals within the University community who have partici-

pated in a review of the plan as it has evolved.
The involvement of the Penn community must continue beyond this presentation of the

Plan. It is essential to view it as a working document which must be kept current by peri-
odic review to ensure that it continues to express the policies and values of the campus
and reflect changes in the campus context and campus program. Each newly approved

project must be integrated into the plan so that the plan reflects the implications of the

addition to the context and informs subsequent modifications.

This document was developedfor the University of Pennsylvania
by the Center for Environmental Design and Planning,
Graduate School of Fine Arts, Room 102, Meverson Hall/6311






Section I: Planning Context

The existing campus has a strong physical and organizational struc-
ture which has changed overthe last 100 years in response to a variety of
internal and external factors. This structure is composed of buildings and
open spaces, movement networks, and functional relationships, and
provides a solid foundation for the long range development of the
campus. The relationship between the campus and its surroundings has
evolved from its original suburban character to a dense urban center
immediately adjoining a rapidly growing downtown. In the context of
the City, of West Philadelphia, and of the complex of institutions which
forms its immediate environment, Penn is only one part of the total
picture; but it is clearly one ofthe largest and most influential institutions
in the metropolitan area.

A. Penn's New Relationship With the City
A new physical relationship is evolving between the University and

downtown Philadelphia. The gap between Center City and the campus
continues to close. Major development projects have already been pro-
posed for both sides of the river north of Market Street. The extensive
site occupied by the Post Office, south ofChestnut Street and adjacent to
Penn's campus, is being promoted for private development, while the
relatively low-intensity use in portions of University City provides a
unique opportunity for redevelopment close to the downtown.

Walnut and Chestnut Streets have become the corridors of activity of
the modern city, carrying the life of the downtown from Penn's Landing
to the Penn campus and beyond. To the south, along the axis of South
Street/ Spruce Street, the link between the campus and the renewed
southwest quadrant ofCenter City has been further strengthened by new
construction and renewal projects along South Street, east of the river.
As a result of these developments, University City could become a

uniquely active and important part of Philadelphia's future, boasting a
major concentration of the city's cultural activity in its theatres, muse-
ums, lecture halls, restaurants, and specialty shops. To a significant
extent, the direction taken by University City and the University of
Pennsylvania in their planning and development will dictate the final
nature of the relationship between West Philadelphia and Center City.
The Master Plan for Drexel University, the Master Plan for the Univer-
sity City Science Center, and the grand scheme for the development of

17w University and other West Philadelphia Institutions.
the air rights over the tracks at 30th Street Station are all relevant to this
development.
B. University City and the West Philadelphia Community

Within the larger West Philadelphia community, University City plays
a key role. The ongoing growth and development of University City
contributes to the future of West Philadelphia, and Penn has played an
important role as a leading partner in the University City community,
working to improve the quality of West Philadelphia's educational,
physical, and economic environment. University City occupies approxi-
mately two square miles, one third of the distance between the Schuylkill
River and the City's western boundaries. In addition to the Penncampus,
Drexel University and the University City Science Center are located in
University City; there is a major multi-institution medical center, includ-
ing the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania (HUP), Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), and the Veterans' Administration
Hospital, along with a numberof other independent hospitals and clinics
(Scheie Eye Institute, and Presbyterian Hospital). Many of the City's
major facilities, such as the Civic Center and Convention Hall, the
Railroad Station, and the main Post Office, are located here. There are
also several public schools and many single-and multi-family residences;
md University City's retail businesses are part of the West Philadelphia
service network.
C. Penn Within University City

Penn's campus continues to grow within University City. Some ofthat
growth will occur within the current boundaries ofthe campus. Further
development is likely to occur on sites between present campus boundar-
ies and neighboring institutions in the general area south of Chestnut
Street and east to the Schuylkill River. The future ofUniversity City and
that of the University of Pennsylvania are, in many ways, interdepen-
dent. The Master Plan for Penn's campus affects the structure and form
of University City. Penn must join with neighboring institutions in
planning University City's final development, working with the commun-
ity to produce a beneficial result.The University and Downtown Philadelphia: A New Relationship.
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Section II: The Form of the Campus: Problems and Opportunities

PHYSICAL ORGANIZATION

The Penn campus of today is strongly oriented along a series of
east/west axes. This major shift from the original north/south orienta-
tion emerged slowly as the natural outcome of growth along the major
streets which extended west and southwest when the rapid expansion of
the 1960s began. Numerous cross streets were closed to traffic, and
Locust Street became Locust Walk, the central spine of the campus.
Between the eastern edge ofthe campus at 31st Street (alongthe railroad
tracks) and 40th Street on the west, this major pedestrian walkway is
interrupted only at 33rd and 34th Streets, creating a core of tree lined
walks, courts, and landscaped spaces surrounded by academic and
residential buildings. To the south, the Quadrangle dormitories, medical
center, and other related facilities create a second pedestrian-dominated
zone. Hamilton Walk parallels Locust Walk and orients this area. The
most recent expansionofthe campus has been tothe north along Walnut
and parts of Chestnut Streets, the two major thoroughfares connecting
the center of Philadelphia to the campus. In this area the block pattern
remains intact. University buildings mix with non-University buildings
and the character is clearly urban, busy and active, as new development
incorporates uses which contribute to life along the street. Sansom Street
offers the possibility of a secondary, more pedestrian-oriented axis
through this area. The potential exists for a unique integration ofcampus
and city, a balance between the quiet ofcollege greens and walks, and the
excitement of busy city streets filled with shops and restaurants. The
imminent development of Walnut and Chestnut Streets will have much
to do with the eventual character of the northern area of the campus.
The functional relationships built into the campus structure are clear

and ordered. The academic core which defines the center ofthe campus is
amazingly compact. Approximately three blocks wide by five blocks
long, with some special outlying components like the Dental School, the
Law School, and the Medical Center, its size fosters interaction between
schools and departments. The facilities which house the various schools

HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT

and major academic departments within the University are generally
grouped around compatible disciplines. The physical sciences and Engi-
neering School are east of 34th Street; the social sciences, including the
Schools of Social Work and Education, are between 37th and 38th
Streets, and the biological sciences, Nursing and Veterinary Schools,
adjoin the growing medical center to the south. The Wharton School
spans from 36th to 38th Streets south of Locust Walk. The School of
Communications and the Annenberg Theaters arenorth of Locust Walk
between 36th and 37th Streets, while the School of Fine Arts and the
Music Department are along 34th Street. The diverse departments ofthe
School of Arts and Sciences are, appropriately, directed from the very
center of the campus, College Hall.
A continuous band of housing and support facilities surround the

academic core. Student residences, both graduate and undergraduate,
surround the core on its north, south, and west sides. Major parking
facilities are distributed within this band, forming a ring around the
central campus. A growing network ofshopping facilities is also located
within this band of services. To the east, where the largest open land areas
exist, a concentration of athletic buildings and facilities complete the
campus' surroundings.
The structure of Penn's campus suggests actions which will enhance

existing patterns and correct deficiencies, rather than dramatically alter
that structure.
A. Campus Precincts as a Valuable Planning Asset

Over the last 35 years, the population of Penn's West Philadelphia
campus has roughly doubled. It has a daytime population of30,000, and
a resident population of 7,000 (not including an additional 7.000 nearby
off-campus residents). Such a large and populous institution cannot be
perceived or planned as a single, uniform entity. Penn's history, the
changing context, and individual functional requirements have helped to
define separate areas within the larger campus whole. Each of these

FUNCTIONAL
ORGANIZATION CAMPUS PRECINCTS
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precincts has its own identity and is understandable in its own right.
Together. they define the character of the overall campus. Recognizing
the diversity of the campus in this way fosters richness and ariation and
helps to break down the scale of the large institutional environment into
understandable units. This approach reinforces the reality ofthe existing
campus with its functional and formal diversity; it also places strong
emphasis on the factors which tie the overall plan together: the connect-
ing open space and movement systems, and the consistency of architectu-
ral materials.

Within the current development pattern, five precincts have been
identified, as follows:

Central Campus Precinct
The Central Campus Precinct includes the area from Walnut to

Spruce and from 33rd to 38th Streets. It combines the historic campus
with areas developed in the 1960s and 70s. This precinct is probably the
most representative of Penn today in the minds of visitors and alumni. It
is the most well-defined, having distinct gateways at a number of key
entry locations. Locust Walk forms the pedestrian spine of the precinct,
joining two large pedestrian-only areas. Smith Walk, to the east between
33rd and 34th Streets, is the precursor and natural extension of Locust
Walk: it is an important part ofthe precinct, directly associated with the
central campus by history and function.
Many of Penn's most historic structures are located in the central

precinct, including its first building, College Hall; its original library: and
the first Student Union in the nation, Houston Hall.

In general, buildings within the precinct face inward, away from the
surrounding streets. Open spaces become courtyards surrounded by
buildings and linked by walks which shut out the activity of the city. In
the center of the precinct is Blanche Levy Park, the major "green."
serving the University ceremonially as well as functionally. Almost by
itself, this setting has altered the physical image of the modern campus.
The challenge ofthe central campus lies in completing its development

and definition while preserving its character.

Guidelines! Recoinniendations.'
I. The area occupied by the "temporary" stores along38th Street should

finally be redeveloped: and the landscaped buffer along 38th Street. origi-
nally proposed by the 1977 Landscape Master Plan, should be imple-
mented.

2. Improvements should be made in theway buildings relate to the major
bounding streets (Spruce and Walnut), and in the character and quality of
these streets as important public spaces. However, this should be accom-
plished without major changes to the form of the Central Precinct.

3. Opportunities exist to add to and modify buildings where necessary to
accommodate growth and modernization within the existing areas ofthis
precinct.
4. Most important, many buildings within this precinct require thought-

ful conservation as part of the preservation of Penn's heritage.

CENTRAL PRECINCT

TheSouth Precinct
The South Precinct, which lies south of Spruce Street and west of

Civic Center Boulevard, is dominated by the Medical Center and the
historic Quadrangle dormitories, including the School of Veterinary
Medicine and the School of Nursing. It also contains major non-Penn
facilities such as Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) and the
Veteran's Administration Hospital. There are two gateways into the
precinct from Spruce Street, one at 37th Street and the other at the

SOUTH PRECINCT

extension of 36th Street between the Hospital and the dormitories. At
37th Street, a real gateway tower leads into the Quadrangle Dormitories.
The 36th Street gateway dead ends into Hamilton Walk, which is the
major pedestrian axis of this precinct. To the west. Hamilton Walk ends
at 38th Street where it joins Woodland Walk, and to the east, it enters

directly into the Hospital complex where it dead ends in a newly built
courtyard. There is currently no clearly defined connection between
Hamilton Walk, or any pedestrian path from the Central Precinct, into
the new PGH development area (named for the original site of the now
demolished Philadelphia General Hospital) to the south.
The development of the Medical Center and its expansion into the

PGH site are changing this precinct significantly. The Medical Center is
becoming a major suhcenter within the campus as awhole and within the
City itself.

With the completion of this complex of medical-related facilities, the
majority of buildings within the South Precinct will face away from the
campus, orienting themselves toward 34th Street and Civic Center
Boulevard. This pattern has been developing for sometime.Asa result of
interrupted movement systems, limited open space, andsomewhat inac-
cessible buildings, the south precinct is less connected to the rest of the
campus than any of the other precincts.
The major issues are, first, the need for a connection between the

central campus and the PGH site, second, for connections within the
precinct, and third, for the redesign of 34th Street and Civic Center
Boulevard as an appropriate public entrance to HUI and other institu-
tions in the precinct.
Guidelines/ Reco,nnzendation.s:

I. Extending the major north-south axis along 36th Street would pro-
vide a connection to the PGH site. Such a connection would require
detailed studs' of the Medical Center buildings along Hamilton Walk to
determine the best passage through. It would also require consideration of
such a link in the design of new buildings proposed for this site.

2. The vehicular and pedestrian movement along 34th Street and Civic
Center Boulevard must be redesigned to support the heavy drop-off and
pick-up traffic, and cross movements occurring at the entrances to the
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Children's Hospital of Phila-
delphia and Penn Tower. This is essential to the functioning of these
institutions and to the image of the campus.

3. The unresolved termination of Hamilton Walk to the west and its
juncture with Woodland Walk is another problem. The area surrounding
the Veterinary School and its traffic configuration should be restudied and,
if possible, altered to help resolve problems as well as improve the sur-
roundings of the school itself.

4. The character and quality of the development of the PGH site and
how it will relate to the Penn campus are important. Current planning of
the PGH site seems compatible with Penn's plans. Another question relates
to the way in which this development might eventually connect with
opportunities across Civic Center Boulevard in the future.
5. The pedestrian characterofthis precinct will be greatly affected by the

resolution of the complex service and delivery systems demanded by the
medically related uses and research facilities in this area. Current conflicts
between vehicular and service traffic and between vehicular and pedestrian
movement must be reduced significantly to enhance the connections
between the various buildings within the precinct as well as between this
precinct and other parts ofthe campus.
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The West Precinct
The West Precinct includes the area west of 38th Street (with the

exception ofthe School of Veterinary Medicine which is included in the
South Precinct). It contains the Superbiock and the edge of the much

larger off-campus residential community to the west of 38th Street. The

Superblock contains three high-rise dormitory towers, and anumber of
low-rise residential houses, which contain approximately 50% of the
student residential spaces on campus. A number of handsome older
houses, including the President's house, and a church, are also located
within the boundaries of the Superblock. Avariety of buildings face the

Superblock including fraternities and private residential buildings;
stores, theatres, and restaurants; and the Dental School's complex
(including its clinics and research laboratories). There are also a number
ofolder residences which have been converted to academic, research, and
administrative use. Beyond this edge are numerous student and faculty
residences, the Divinity School block, the newly acquired College of

Physicians property, andavariety of commercial and institutional struc-
tures. Some are owned by the University, but most are privately owned.
Thecharacterofthis area enriches the campus environment and supports
campus life.

Guidelines! Recommendations:
I. The westernedge of the precinct, at 40th Street, is poorly defined, and

the entrance into the campus at Locust Walk is unmarked. A gateway
should be developed at this location.

2. Locust Street beyond 40th Street should be developed jointly by the
University, the City, and theCommunity through landscaping, as a special
east 'west extension of Locust Walk.

3. Theopen spaces in the Superblock west of 38th Street need redefini-
tion. There is a lack of scale, and the environment can be unpleasant due to
strong winds created by the disposition of the dormitory towers. More
discrete spaces should be created, possibly bounded by low-rise structures
interrelating with the base of the towers.

4. Special attention should be given to any newdevelopments which are
proposed between 40th Street and the Divinity School.Any plans or major
improvements in this area should be planned in cooperation with the
community.

5. The residential structures within the Superblock should be studied
toward improving the quality of student life on campus. Alternatives
should include the redesign of existing structures, the additions of new
residence halls and the replacement of some residential buildings.

WEST PRECINCT

The East Precinct
The East Precinct includes all ofthe University area east of33rd Street.

At the intersection ofWalnut and 33rd Streets are the David Rittenhouse
Laboratory and the Laboratory for Research on the Structure of Matter.
Along Spruce Street, on the south side, are the University Museum and
Garage and the Penn Towers Hotel; and on the north side, the arcade of
Franklin Field. In between andto the South along the river, the precinct
is dominated by playing fields and large athletics structures such as the
Palestra and Hutchinson Gymnasium, which, along with Franklin Field,
are part of the campus heritage, and Penn's long tradition. The precinct
also includes more recent additions such as Levy Tennis Pavilion, the
Class of 1923 Ice Rink, and the Lott Tennis Courts.
Anumberof rail lines cross the precinct; these limit access to the Levy

Tennis Pavilion and Bower Field to a pedestrian bridge, and render
access to the river fields difficult and circuitous.

EAST PRECINCT

Guidelines/ Recommendations:
I. Sites along the east end ofWalnut Street should be developed to create

an appropriate "gateway" to the campus.
2. Improvements should be made to existing facilities and attention

given to the maintenance and expansion ofopen space for recreation and
athletic activities.

3. Greater accessibility and a better circulation system are needed
between the central campus and the various facilities and river fields.

4. The Universityshould make necessary landscape improvements to the
pedestrian walk, the extension of Locust Walk Smith Walk, east along
Franklin Field to the pedestrian bridge.

5. Consideration should be given to the possibility of expansion of the
campus beyond the boundaries ofthe east precinct to the Schuylkill River.
This possible expansion would provide an opportunityfor the extension of
the Locust Walk Smith Walk axis to the east and possibly across the
Schuylkill River to the East Bank and the new Schuylkill River Park.

The North Precinct
TheNorth Precinct is located between 33rd and 38th Streets, extend-

ing north from Walnut Street to Chestnut Street and, in some cases, to
Ludlow Street. Most of the University's buildings in this section, includ-
ing the Franklin Building, Hill House, Graduate Towers, and Gimbel
Gymnasium are relatively new, dating from the 1960's and 1970's. The
3401 Walnut Building and the parking garage at 34th and Chestnut are
currently under construction. Numerous older buildings also dot the
area, including the LawSchool's Lewis Hall. Ralston House, some older
residence halls, and some 19th century residences along Sansom Street,
many of which have been converted to other uses. The precinct also
contains many non-University structures, some with strong Penn affilia-
tions, such as International House and the Sheraton Hotel. Sansom
Street, which is closed to traffic for about half of its length within the
precinct has the potential to become an important east westcampus axis
paralleling Locust Walk. Hill Field, a heavily used, though undeveloped
recreation area, is a major open space at the east end of the precinct.

Development ofthis precinct's potential for urban activity could help
to restore the balance between academic and urban life which existed
before the massive redevelopment activity of the past two decades. It will
probably continue to combine University and non-University facilities.
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NORTH PRECINCT

and remain a mixed use area with a strong retail focus. Even after full
development, the character of this precinct will probably remain distinct
from the central campus, oriented more towards the street, but with
interior open spaces which should be incorporated into the planning of
all new projects. It would be an ideal area to serve as the center of
recreation and student activities because of its central location and the
nature of its mixed uses and proximity to key University facilities such as
the Annenberg Theater, the Faculty Club, the Christian Association, and
Hillel House.

Guidelines! Recommendations:
I. New projects in the precinct should be coordinated with a bold

renessal of Walnut Street.
2. Important academic facilities such as the Law School and its proposed

additionsshould incorporate open spaces within their plansand contribute
more directly to the quality of the surrounding streets.

3. The planning and development of Hill Field as a valuable recreational
resource, and the strong reaffirmation of the Woodland Diagonal are of
major importance. A design incorporating an historic gatesav preserved
from an earlier location has been proposed as one possible solution,
marking the symbolic entry to the campus at 33rd and Chestnut Streets.

4. Closing portions of Sansom Street and closing or narrowing 36th
and or 37th Streets within the precinct offer opportunities for enhancing
the pedestrian environment within these blocks. Before such closings
should be considered, however, a coordinated plan for service and vehicu-
lar access to the campus must be developed and evaluated with respect to
its long term implications for other parts of the campus and on the City's
traffic system.

B. Reinforcing Campus and Precinct Boundaries

An understanding of a complex urban campus emerges only from
one's perception of that campus as a series of related and overlapping, yet
bounded environments, which can be identified and interpreted on an
individual basis. Direction of travel, mode of transportation, and famil-
iarity with the campus affect the perception of any given boundary. In
some instances, a sequence of points, rather than asingle gateway, signals
the approach to the center of campus.
The boundaries of the campus need to be identified in order to

strengthen its image. The concept of a boundary or "edge" implies
differentiation between what is on campus and what is not. In this
context, definition of an "edge" or a "gateway" is not the same as the
erection ofa barrier. Some edges ofthe campus, such as the Quadrangle
and the central precinct of the campus, are sharply delineated. In other
areas, such as Penn's western boundary, the edge is a broad /one of
interaction or use integration. Depending on their direction and mode of
travel, people may perceive a given location as a boundary or a tone of
activity (for example, ashoppingstreet could take on either designation):
but in either case, campus edges help to define that "place" which is the
University of Pennsylvania.
One way to strengthen a boundary is to more sharply delineate

entrances and gateways (both symbolic and real) to the campus. Gate-
ways, in this context, are not viewed as barriers or security measures in
the literal sense, but as figurative markers to reinforce the edge of a
precinct or of the campus: as ways of recognizing "arrival." While the
architectural presence denoting "gateway" is quite pronounced at the
intersection of 36th and Spruce Streets leading towards Hamilton Walk,
the intersection of 34th and Spruce is ofequal value as a "gateway" to the
campus. The subtlety of agateway need not compromise its value as a
place of transition.

Another means of strengthening boundaries is to deal with the charac-
ter and form of their edges in a consistent manner. In some places, sites

provide opportunities to build ne facilities which can he designed to

help mark the point of arrival at the campus (forexample, along Walnut
Street near 38th and 33rd Streets).

Associated with the question of boundaries is the prevalent image of
the campus as the sum of its precincts, each with a different character

expressive ofthe buildings and programs located there, each with its own
"edge" but all part of the one campus. This complexit suggests a plan
which fosters richness and variation within an identifiable campus.
breaking down the scale of the large institutional environment into
understandable units. It also emphasizes factors which tie the overall
plan together: theconnecting open space and movement systems, and the
consistency of architectural materials.
A campus is often distinguished from its surroundings by the size and

character of the buildings, by the nature ofthe uses, and by the unity of

campus development versus the diversity ofthe surrounding community.
In the same way, the precincts may he distinguished from one another.
These distinctions are manifest along the streets which hound and separ-
ate the precincts. Walnut Street offers the sharpest contrast between the
Central and North Precincts. To the south, the Central Precinct is heavily
landscaped, consistent in architectural character and almost exclusively
inward looking.The points ofentry are well defined. On the north side is
a wide mixture of buildings which are variable in design, height and
function, and generally oriented toward the street. Between the Central
and East Precincts, the division is much more subtle: it is based primarily
on differences in the scale of buildings. Larger buildings dominate to the
east of 33rd Street. Surrounding the Superhlock, a combination of
building use, orientation, and character produces a clear distinction
between the Superhlock and the older development to the west. Finally,
Spruce Street divides the Central and South Precincts primarily by the
wall which the Quadrangle dormitories and hospital create along the
south side.

It is essential that these distinctions be viewed as positive qualities.
which help to create the differences that contribute to the interest and

variety of the campus and allow different types of developments and
functions to serve the complex needs of the institution.

C. Reinforcing the Dominant Axes of the Campus
Within the five precincts, a number ofstreets and walkways are linked

to form a single system.The physical structure is made more legible by
these axes and dominant movement paths. Locust Walk and Smith Walk
form the central spine ofthe campus, linking the West, Central, and East
Precincts together and creating the opportunity for further extensions
both east and west. Similarly. 36th Street is a natural north south axis
which joins the North, Central and South Precincts and suggests exten-
sions into the north and south of the campus. Sansom Street and

Historic gate to the Central Preci,ui/ro,n Spruce Street.
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Hamilton Walk parallel Locust Walk just as 33rd, 34th, and 37th Streets

parallel 36th Street. On the diagonal, the original axis of Woodland
Avenue extends through the North, Central and South Precincts and

joins with the Drexel Campus to the north east. This important axis
needs reinforcement.The desireto eliminateits dominance led, in part, to
the creation of large pedestrian-only areas in the 1960s and 1970s, but
with the campus now solidly reformed in its current structure, the
architectural importance of this diagonal can be restored without any
negative impact on the plan.
The major streets have undergone a number of changes over the

decades. In the historic campus, though buildings such as College Hall
were set back from the street and others, like the Quadrangle Dormito-
ries, turned inward, the boundary streets were handsomely landscaped,
creating pleasant pedestrian spaces. Plantings, sometimes behind orna-
mental wrought iron fences, set off each building. In the era of dynamic
expansion during the 60s and 70s, the creation ofa green interior campus
was accomplished at the expense of the street environment. By turning
buildings away from the street and ignoring the street environment, the

bounding streets were changed into spaces unfriendly to pedestrians.
Today, Walnut Street is no longer"outside" the campus. Spruce Street

never was. These streets need to be improved so that they can play their

proper role in the larger campus.

A pedestrian bridge currently germinates Locust Walk to the East.

D. Campus Movement Systems: Pedestrian,
Vehicular, and Service

To optimizethe qualities of a pedestrian-oriented campus while main-

taining access to the campus for vehicular traffic, service and deliveries,
the various movement systems must be coordinated. Conflicts must be
minimized not only for personal safety, but to ensure effective access to
all buildings for service and delivery vehicles, security and fire fighting.
Most important, conflicts between pedestrian and vehicular traffic pres-
ent a negative effect on the quality of the campus environment.
Such a plan must recognize the established patterns and positive

qualities of an urban campus. The movement systems through the

campus arepart ofthe city-wide traffic network. Closing a street must be

carefully studied and often implies some type of compensating action.
The widening of 38th Street, with all of its negative implications, was

required as part ofa plan to create the pedestrian zoneswithin the central

campus and the Superblock.
Service! Delivery Traffic: The service and delivery movement system is

of particular importance to the University. Although walks and courts
can be used in a limited manner for access to specific buildings, heavy
service/ delivery traffic, such asthat to the rearofthe Wharton School at
36th and Spruce Streets,can pose problems. Accessto these service areas
must also be maintained requiring that many of the public streets sur-

rounding the pedestrian zones remain open to traffic. For example,
service access to shops, such as those along Sansom and Walnut Streets
west of 34th Street, requires that a portion of Sansom Street remain

open. Similarly, access to parking garages must be maintained from

public streets, further limiting which street closingscan be contemplated.
Pedestrian Bridges: Theseparation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic

by means of pedestrian overpasses is a possibility, albeit one which must
be very carefully considered. The best opportunities exist where new

structures are constructed at both ends of the bridge and where there is

sufficient reason to cross, preferably with activity at the level of the

bridge.
Pedestrians rarely climb up to a bridge simply to crossa street. For this

reason, bridges are particularly difficult to install at street intersections
where long access ramps may be required. The best known and most

heavily used bridge on the campus is along Locust Walk, across 38th
Street. This bridge succeeds because the approach is unnoticed and the
street is partially depressed (a condition unlikely to be found elsewhere
on the campus). Also, heavy pedestrian traffic converges on Locust Walk
at this point, whereas pedestrian circulation throughout most ofthe rest
of the campus is much more evenly distributed.

Pedestrian! Bicycle ('onflicis: Potential conflicts between pedestrians
and bicycles presents a difficult challenge to campus planning. At pres-
ent, bicycles share the pedestrian pathways, and many suggestions have
been made on separating them and guaranteeing pedestrian safety. The

campus is toocompact and destinations too diverse to create a workable

system of bicycle paths. Banning bicycles entirely from the pedestrian
walks has been proposed,but has always been discarded as too harsh and

possibly leading to even more dangerous conflicts between bike riders
and automobiles. Barriers erected to force bikers to ride slowly or walk
their bicycles would similarly hinder the handicapped. At this point, the

University relies on the thoughtfulness of the bike riders and special
restrictions in particularly dangerous zones (such as on the Locust Bridge
over 38th Street) to minimize conflicts.

Guidelines! Recommendations:
I. Themajor pedestrian; vehicularconflicts occurat points where pedes-

trians are encouraged to cross heavily-used streets at mid-block. Some of
the more serious situations occur a) where Smith Walk intersects 33rd and
34th Streets, b) along 34th Street between the entrance to HUPand Penn
Tower, which has many hospital-related functions, and C) crossing the
north and south service drives to reach the new facilities being developed
on the PGH site. This conflict seriously restricts communication between
this new development and the rest of the campus. The separation of
pedestrian and vehicular movement by bridge may be workable over the
service roads to PGH but would be architecturally impossible over 33rd
and 34th streets where many existing historic structures flank the crossing
points. In these cases, more stringent forms of traffic control must be
considered; currently, vehicles all but ignore the existing crosswalks.
The problems associated with crossing Walnut Street are equally diffi-

cult to resolve. Bridges would not work in most cases, with the only
possible exceptions coming at the new developments between 36th and
38th Streets. Such bridges would not significantly reduce pedestrian vehi-
cle conflicts. An alternative would be to redesign Walnut Street in terms of
the width ofthe cartway and to create special extensions ofthesidewalksat
crossings to minimize this distance.

2. Numerous conflicts exist between pedestrian pathways and service
delivery areas. Most are acceptable as part of the nature of a compact
campus, but some pose problems to pedestrian safety and also create a
negative impact within the most important parts of the campus. An
example is the heavily used delivery area behind Steinberg-Deitrich Hall
near the intersection of Woodland Walkway and 37th Street Walk. All of
this activity is further complicated by the entrance to the subway-surface
line.
Another area of concern are the heavily used service drives behind the

Medical Schoolleadingto HUP andCHOP.Apart ofthis system involves
a conflict with the Botany Garden and services to the Richards Medical
Research Towers. This critical delivery system presentsa serious barrier to
pedestrian movement between the buildings in the South Precinct and
between this precinct and the rest of the campus.
Athird area ofconcern comes in theNorth Precinct. Servicingthe shops

and restaurants on Sansom Street compromises plans to convert Sansom
Street into a pedestrian walkway.

Finally, developments proposed forthe blocks alongWalnut Street west
of 36th Street could create conflicts between the pedestrian path system
(includingSansom Street)and the need to serviceexisting buildingsas well
as new construction.

3. The only streets which could possibly be closed without seriously
compromising vehicularand service traffic, otherthan the parts ofSansom
Street already discussed, are 36th and 37th Streets. However, given the
desire to use the interiors of these blocks as pedestrian zones, a system of
access must be created around them. If 36th and 38th Streets are used for
service access to the buildings on these blocks. 37th Street could be closed
without creating a major problem. Eliminating two-way traffic would
make 36th Street more comfortablefor pedestrians, using 36th as part of a
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couple with 34th, thereby allowing some reduction in the width of the
cartway and some widening of the sidewalks.

4. The block between 39th and 40th Streets along the north side of
Walnut Street also presents an opportunity for significant development.
The low intensity of the current retail strip could easily be developed
furtherfor other uses supporting thecampus whilemaintainingstreet-level
activities.

E. Continuing Penn's Program of
Open Space Improvements
In 1977, the Landscape Architecture Master Plan (LAM Plan) for the

campus was completed, setting forth a series of principles which were to
guide the development ofthe Penn campus.
Much has been accomplished since publication of the LAMPlan.

College Hall Green was transformed from a "patched up" and "bed-

raggled"area(LAM Plan, p. 5) into Blanche Levy Park. Locust Walk was

paved and landscaped, and a system of paths and courts developed for
the central campus precinct.
The principal guidelines set forth in that plan are still valid, and they

have been incorporated into the Campus Master Plan. However, they
should be modified and extended to reflect new areas added to the

campus and changing patterns of open space use. These guidelines are

presented below, along with specific projects identified by this Master
Plan as still in need ofcompletion, and newly created open spaces which
have yet to be incorporated into the LAMPlan.

Guidelines! Recommendations:
I. Landscape planning and design should focus on enhancing and

developing the unique characteristics of each component of the campus
landscape: streets and walkways, courtyards and greens, as well as special
areas like the Botanical Gardens and the historic Quadrangles. This
approach recognizesthe richness and complexityofthe campus and works
to foster its variety.

2. The Plan for Open Space should accommodate specific functions
within theexistingand proposed nodes of activity on the campus, recogni?-
ing the importance of open space in this densely developed urban campus
and the need for its intensive use.

a. Undefined open space in the Superbiock should be reorganized and
developed for both passive and active recreational use, and moreinten-
sive use.

3. The campus pedestrian system should be completed, connecting
various precincts and sub-areas to one another, and extended into the
surrounding community in order to connect with the different institutions
and neighborhoods in University City. Specifically, it is proposed that:

a. Woodland Walk's diagonal axis from 33rd Street to Woodland Ceme-
tery should be extended and strengthened, particularly at its northeast-
ern end where it is a critical entrance to Penn's campus.

b. Stronger connections between the Central Precinct and the Medical
Center southeast of Hamilton Walk should be developed. The optimal
location for such a connection appears to be 36th Street, the primary
east-west axis of the campus.

c. As opportunities arise, the central axis of the campus, Locust Walk,
should be extended both east to the river and west, toward the Divinity
School site beyond the current campus boundaries.

d. The walk along Franklin Field between 33rd and the pedestrian bridge
over the railroad tracks should be landscaped and improved to further
extend Locust Walk.

4. The system of landscaped open spaces, both greens and courts, should
be extended into new developments planned for the campus, within the
central precinct as well as in other areas. Buildings should be planned to
create and enclose open space wherever possible. Specifically:

a. Numerous development sites provide opportunities for the creation of
new open spaces enclosed by buildings. These include sites along Wal-
nut Street east of33rd Street, between 36thand 38th Streets, and the site
along 38th Street(currently occupied by the "temporary"stores and the
Book Store). Similar opportunities exist in the Superblock and the
proposed development of additions to the Law School.

b. Existing open spaces such as the entrance court to the Franklin Building
and the current Library service yard along Walnut Street should be
replanned.

c. The redevelopment ofthe PG H site and the south edge ofthe existing
Medical School complex offers important opportunities for creating a
variety of open spaces for different activities.

5. Campus entrances and edges should be developed to temper, order,
and enliven campus surroundings, and to define points at which one can
orient oneself to and comprehend the campus interior. Many of the
symbolic gateways identified in the 1977 LAMPlanremain undeveloped,

such as those along Walnut Street at 32nd Street, and along Spruce Street
at the east end of Franklin Field. Also:
a. Relocation of an historic iron gate with appropriate landscaping has

been proposed for the corner of 33rd and Chestnut Streets. This would
strengthen this important gateway.

b. The role of the intersection of 34th and Chestnut Streets as a gateway
from the north should be recognized in the developments proposed on
three of the four corners.

c. A"gateway"to the central campus from 38th and Walnut Streets should
be incorporated into planningfor the proposed new academic facilities.

d. The intersection of33rd Street '34th Street with Spruce Street is a major
gateway from the south and east. The hospital entrance and traffic flow
in this area are congested and unworkable: they should be extensively
replanned. Replacing the current parking lot with a landscaped open
space should be studied as a part of this project.

6. Existing historic landscaped areas ofthe campus such as the Botanical
Garden, Smith Walk and Hamilton Walk, as well as older street settings
such as those in front of the Quadrangle Dormitories, the Law School,
along 34th Street flanking Smith Walk, and other areas, should be pro-
tected and rehabilitated as part of Penn's historic campus.

7. Given the dramatic expansion of the Penn campus, improving the
character of the major streets to and through the campus is ofthe utmost
importance.The boundaries of the different campus precincts need exten-
sive landscape redesign appropriate to the special character and role of
each.

a. Walnut Street should be extensively replanned and landscaped. Set-
backs should be encouraged and the width of the roadway should be
reduced, if possible, to ease pedestrian crossing.

b. 38th Street, between Spruce and Sansom Streets, should be heavily
landscaped with double rows of trees on each side and other plantings
used as a buffer between this wide roadway and the pedestrian tones of
the campus.

8. All campus landscape elements should be coordinated to ensure an
integrated campus setting, and the Landscape Master Plan should be
maintained and continually updated. The successful transformation of
many campus open spaces, such as Blanche Levy Park, maybe attributed,
in a major way, to the valuable recommendations of the LAMPlan. If
those recommendations are to remain viable, new development must be
incorporated and the guidelines modified accordingly. This is a key objec-
tive of the Campus Master Plan, and its importance cannot be overem-
phasized.

Proposed Sansom Street Walkway.

F. Development Resources and Opportunities
For Growth and Expansion
Within the Existing Campus
Within the five campus precincts opportunities exist for significant

new construction to meet short and mid-range needs. There are some

large sites available, such as those along Walnut Street, between 36th and
38th and east of 33rd Streets, as well as parcels within the PGH site.
There is also the site of the "temporary" stores along 38th Street. There
are smaller infill sites whose development would further strengthen the
form of the campus. Some existing buildings could also be adapted to
new uses, or, in a few instances, be replaced by new facilities.
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DEVELOPMENT Opportunities

Beyond the Existing Campus
For Penn's future growth and expansion there are a number of areas

beyond the configuration ofthe currentcampuswhich offer the potential
for major development. Whether Penn is able to develop these opportun-
ities alone oras a partner with other members ofthe University City area
orwith private groups cannot be forecast. However, Penn must carefully
monitor developments taking place beyond the boundaries ofthe current
campus. These developments may present opportunities for future
growth and for solutions to some of the critical needs for space. Even
where they offer no development opportunities for Penn, they will affect
the master plan for the University campus.Theredevelopment plan for
thePGHsite along University Avenue, south ofthe Medical School, has
provided for growth in medical facilities. The University is associated
with the private residential development of the 34th and Chestnut Street
site which will contribute new apartments, shops, and offices, and new
cooperative ventures are being explored between Penn andthe Univer-
sity City Science Center.

Other building and land resources and development opportunities
may become available in the future, and Penn must be ready to take
advantage ofthese. TheMaster Plan, by articulatinga strategy for Penn's
future development, will help to make the value of any off-campus
development opportunities clear.

Guidelines! Recommendations:

I. To the south, between the Medical Center and Penn's River Fields lies
the PGH site and the Convention Center. Development has already begun
on the PGH site but has not been completed. Penn must remain active in
the development of this area because of its proximityto the campus and its
potential to contribute to the development of the campus.

2. Beyond the PGHsite, across Civic Center Boulevard, lies the Phila-
delphia Convention Center and Commercial Museum. When the City
finishes the construction of the new Convention Center in downtown
Philadelphia, this large site may be redeveloped. It could become an
important component in the development of University City, and its
development could affect the Penn campus. It offers excellent opportuni-
ties for institutional development, and its structures can be re-used for
many key program needs, including parking and recreation, as well as
providing for major assembly-type gatherings.

3. North ofthe north precinct, between Chestnut Street and the Univer-
sity City Science Center, are a variety of institutional and commercial
properties. Some ofthesecould besuitable forsome of Penn's needs. Some
private properties can be expected to remain and will be good neighbors.

4. To the West lies a large residential area made up of a number of
neighborhoods and communities. Members ofthe Penn community own
and rent thousands of units in this area, and though it remains fiercely
independent of the University, it is dominated by Penn's presence.

5. To the east, along the river, is a large area with potential for redevel-
opment. This area, between Chestnut Street and South Street, includes
land owned by the Post Office and the University. It offers the potential for
new housing, parking, recreation, retail, and research facilities, and will

become a major gateway to University City and the University campus
regardless of who develops it.
The Post Office has been exploring ways of redeveloping the land now

occupied by its parking and maintenance facilities south of Walnut Street
along the Schuylkill River. What is eventually built, and the extent of
Penn's participation, will certainly affect the campus given the site's posi-
tion along Penn's eastern border. Manyofthe previous campus plans have
shown the river's edge as a major area for campus expansion. It is a
uniquely prominent site, viewed easily from the City, and its topography
offers major areas below street (bridge) level for parking and services.

Its proximity to thedowntown and views ofthe city make it a strong site
for future development as the downtown continues its expansion west-
ward, although it will be some time before the river's edge reaches its full
potential.

Whetherdeveloped privately, by Penn, or by Penn incollaboration with
others, this development site will have a major effect on the form of the
campus of the future.

6. The east bank ofthe Schuylkill River is much closer to Penn's campus
than it seems to be. The undeveloped river's edge contributes to the sense
that it is far removed from campus. Some sites, south of South Street and
near the University Avenue Bridge, are industrial m nature with low
intensity development. Remaining commercial and light industrial sites
immediately across the river between Walnut and South Streets are rapidly
undergoing renewal, and the area offers major private housing resources
for the Penn community. The east bank of the Schuylkill River offers
special opportunities for development and must be considered in long
range planning for campus growth as well as for meeting immediate plans
for recreation,' athletic playing fields and for parking.

G. Preserving Penn's Historic Campus
An important aim of the Master Plan is to support the preservation of

the University's many historic structures as individual buildings as well as
ensembles which collectively create historic areas on campus. The most
well-known areas include historic buildings around Blanche Levy Park,
the collection of buildings along Smith Walk and 34th Street, the Quad-
rangle Dormitories and the University Museum. Some ofthese buildings
are historically certified by the Philadelphia Historical Commission and
many more fall within the boundaries of the Historic District certified by
the National Registry of Historic Buildings.
The University has organized its historic preservation effort under the

Penn Treasures Program and has actively been working to restore and
maintain these valuable structures. Work completed includes the Presi-
dent's Residence (Eisenlohr Hall), the exteriors of Hayden Hall, the
University Museum and the Quadrangle Dormitories.Works in progress
include the Veterinary School's Quadrangleand the interior and exterior
of the University's original library designed by architect Frank Furness.
Many of these historic structures are being replanned for new uses.

One example isthe proposed creation ofan Arts and Sciences Center for
Undergraduate Education by adapting Logan Hall to this new use. Thus,
while maintaining its symbolic presence in College Hall, side by side with
the University's President and Provost, SAS could centralize certain
administrative and advisory services into a highly visible and efficient
newcenter, located in the heart of the campus in a worthy building.

HISTORIC CAMPUS

H. Character and Scale of New Development
In October 1948, an appendix to the minutes ofthe Trustees Meeting

included the following paragraph, taken from a report of the Trustees
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Committee for the Physical Development of the University; this para-
graph was "unanimously adopted as the official future plan of the
University."

While definite shapes and forms are indicated on (this) plan for
proposed buildings, they can be materially modified to suit the ideas of
the individual designer who is commissioned to do the work. Although
some buildings maydepart quite radically from traditional forms, while
others may, to some degree, reflect the past, we believe that if we adhere
generally to red brick and limestone for our exterior materials, a color
harmony will exist throughout the Campus that will make for sufficient
continuity.
The current campus of the University of Pennsylvania has a clear

order, a well-defined formal system. It is perceived as a unified "place."
distinguished from its surroundings but clearly part of the University
City community. The consistent architectural character of its individual
buildings contributes greatly to this sense of unity.
From the beginning, the dominant building system on the campus has

been masonry construction. The earliest structures were of stone, which
soon changed to brick masonry. Themost common exterior materials of
Penn's historic campus (dark red brick with limestone trim) clearly define
the architectural language of the campus. Throughout the 20th century,
with few exceptions, new buildings maintained this language. Thus,
important modern additions to the campus by architects such as Louis I.
Kahn, Mitchell/Giurgola, and Venturi. Rauch, Scott-Brown, have main-
tained the brick and light stone (or concrete) trim without protest. Other
buildings which clearly depart from the historic prototype of the existing
campus (the highrise residential towers of the Superblock, Graduate
Towers and International House, and selected garage structures) have
been built primarily ofexposed concrete, without destroying this overrid-
ing sense of unity.

If the unity ofthe campus is to be preserved - and this unity is seen as a
crucial component in the concept ofthis Campus Master Plan --then the
architectural language, in terms of exterior materials, must be main-
tained. This must be accomplished through a process of review and
approval which protects the campus but does not limit architectural
creativity and innovation. Thereplication of traditional forms and styles
has not been supported in the expansion of the campus and the new
architectural forms, rendered in the traditional materials of the campus,
have clearly maintained that sense of unity.

This comprehensive Campus Master Plan recommends that the
corner ofthe architectural design guidelines for new construction, which
should be developed in detail only after careful study, should rest on the
continued use of the traditional exterior materials of the campus: dark
red brick with light stone or concrete trim. The plan further suggests that
the successful examples of the use of concrete on high rise structures and
other buildings which clearly depart from the traditional campus typol-
ogies could be used as the basis for guidelines for special situations in
which the use of traditional materials would be inappropriate.

The review process should begin with the initial approval of program
and site, the time when the mass of the building may actually be deter-

Historic Smith Walk.

mined, and continue through to the point where a test panel ofthe actual
materials is reviewed prior to incorporating these materials into the
construction. Representation on the Design Review Committee should
include design professionals from within and without the University. The
current role of the Committee as advisors to the President should
continue. These recommendations have been incorporated into the Uni-
versity's revised "Campus Building Design Administrative Procedures,"
March I, 1988.

Section III: Plans for Specific Programs
A number of important program issues are best viewed from a

campus-wide perspective. These include the development of academic
research facilities, recreation and athletics facilities, student/faculty activ-
ities facilities, and parking and open space.
A major goal of the Campus Master Plan is to help guide other

development strategies, land acquisition and capital planning. However,
it is impossible to predict which specific programs will be the first to be
funded, or for that matter, which will require new as opposed to rehabili-
tated facilities. The following plans are aimed at setting directions and
expressing current policies as they affect the future physical form of the
campus.

A. Academic/Research Facilities
There is an immediate need for a number of academic and research

facilities to extend and support Penn's research and instructional capaci-
ties. Many site opportunities for the expansion and development of
academic and research facilities exist within the current boundaries ofthe
existing campus precincts. Some of these were originally created as part

of the redevelopment activity of the 1960s, and have remained as surface
parking areas awaiting programs and adequate funding. Others could
become available through relocation and reassignment of space. In a few
cases, new sites have been added for development.
A Program for .4ddiiionalAcademic/ Research Facilities: Amongthe

newacademic research facilities included in the Schools' Five Year Plans
which may require sites for new construction are:

I. Integrated Research Precinct forthe Physical and Engineering Scien-
ces: One of Penn's principal needs is for an integrated precinct for the
physical and engineering sciences. To this end, existing facilities in Chemis-
try, Engineering, LRSM, and Physics would be upgraded and expanded
through building modifications and additions. The adaptive re-use of
historic buildings nearby offers additional opportunities for growth, and
new academic/ research facilities could be constructed to meet expanded
research programs in these fields.

2. New Facilities for Psychology: Psychology's current facilities are
dispersed and inadequate for its needs. It has been proposed that the
Department's facilities be centralized and expanded to meet its program.
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Blanche Levy Park.

3. Graduate School of Education Research Wing: The key to this
School's Five Year Plan is the development of a sponsored research base
and the provision of facilities to house these new efforts.

4. Center for the Performing Arts: ACenter for the Performing Arts is
needed to serve as a home for the University's world-renowned Depart-
ment of Music and as a center for student performances. A new perfor-
mance hall could be provided by modifying existing facilities on campus.
Studies have been prepared which indicate that a modified Irvine Audito-
rium could well serve this function. Another alternative would be the

acquisition of appropriate facilities adjacent to campus. A third option,
which would entail substantially greater expenditures, would be to build a
new facility in a central location.

5. Expanded Facilities for the Law School: To provide space for Law
School Library expansion and additional faculty, as well as for research
and student activities, the Law School will require additional academic
facilities which probably would be built in the block of the existing
complex. Lewis Hall, the historic law school building, would be preserved,
but structures added over the last 30 years could be modified and in some
cases replaced with new construction.

6. Medical Center Research Facilities: The Medical Center, composed of
the School of Medicine, the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania,
and the clinical practices, has made substantial investments in new and
renovated research facilities to strengthen its position as one ofthe nation's
most respected medical research enterprises. The most recent addition is
the Clinical Research Building, currently under construction, located on
the PGH site, south of the Medical Center.

Other projects which have been discussed include:
A basic science research building
An ambulatory care facility

--A new chiller building and support facility
- Anew animal facility

Possible Sits for New Academic! Research Facilities: There are a
number of sites within the current campus and immediately beyond its
boundaries which are well suited for new academic 'research facilities.
These sites are close to the academiccore ofthecampus.These potential
sites include the following:

1. The site east of the Laboratory for Research in the Science of
Materials (LRSM) Building along Walnut Street currently occupied by a
parking lot.

2. The site east ofthe David Rittenhouse Laboratories (DRL) complex.
Anew buildingon this site could createa new courtyard at street level and a

pedestrian entrance into the campus.
3. The service and parking areas behind the Towne Building offer SEAS

the possibility for a major building expansion.
4. The "temporary" shopping area along 38th Street between Walnut

Street and Locust Walk provides an ideal site for the construction of a
major new academic!research facility.

5. The PGH site potentially offers additional opportunities for Medical
Center growth and expansion.A new ambulatory facility is planned for a
site near the Clinical Research Facility now under construction.

6. The parking lot east of Blockley Hall provides a key site for new
facilities related to the Medical Center.

7. The area along34th Street, flanking Smith Walk, has been studied asa

potential site for new academic and research facilities, particularly in
connection with the Department of Chemistry. Chemistry is seeking to
construct a major new laboratory but cannot add on to its existing
facilities. To create a site adjacent to its current buildings would require the
demolition of one or more of the smaller historic buildings along 34th
Street the Morgan Building and Morgan Annex, and the Smith Build-

ing. The replacement of these buildings with a much larger laboratory
structure would significantly alter the character and scale of the Smith
Walk area which includes Hayden Hall. Towne Building, and the Furness
Library. These issues must be carefully evaluated along with alternative

development strategies.
8. In the future, development of new academic and research facilities

could occur in the areas immediately beyond the existing campus, in the
area between thecampus and the Science Center, in the development along
Walnut Street east of 32nd Street to the River, in the potential future
development ofthe Convention Center site, and possibly in selected build-
ings within the University community to the west. Newacademic research
buildings should be located closeto the main campus, preferably within or

adjacent to the current campus boundaries to nurture inter-school and

inter-departmental integration and to strengthen the ties between research
and teaching.

B. Student and Faculty Activities
An important goal of the comprehensive plan for the Penn campus is

the accommodation of student activities and the performing arts as one

strategy for enhancing thequalityofcampus life.The Penn community is

large and diverse, and currently supports over 250 student organizations,
including various clubs, cultural groups (such as theatre, music, etc.), and
other organizations. These diverse groups generate a great demand for

meeting and performance space. Available facilities are dispersed
throughout the campus, and are generally considered inadequate to meet
current needs. One suggestion is that there be a new focal point for

University life. Facilities to support the broad spectrum of student and

faculty activities should incorporate formal and informal meeting places,
places for recreation, performance space, offices for student organiza-
tions, and a student information center (as distinct from the visitor-
oriented center proposed for the 3401 Building). Ideally, the University
Bookstore should also be partof the plan. Informal gatherings should be
accommodated in lounges, retail establishments, and eating places.
Ideally, all of these diverse facilities should be planned in coordination
with one another and unified conceptually.

Detailed plans forrecreation and athletics, and forretail, are discussed
elsewhere.

Guidelines! Recommendations:

I. The University should createa centerofactivity to support thediverse
interests and needs of the many students and faculty ofthe Penncommun-
ity. It should be centrally located in relation to thecampusas awhole, near
existing facilities which currently serve University life, including the
Annenberg Theaters, the Faculty Club, the proposed ICA, the Sansom
Street restaurants, and the retail development at 3401 Walnut Street. The
sites between 36th and 38th Streets along Walnut Street offer ideal devel-
opment opportunities capable of accommodating the multi-use, multiple
facility concept proposed, includingthe integrationof retail and recreation
facilities.

2. Thenewcenter should be viewed as providing a focus for student and
faculty activity, while maintaining many of the current subcenters for
University life, including the Faculty Club, the Greenfield Center, the
Christian Association, and others. The Plan thus recognizes the need to
augment existing facilities, without giving up appropriate spaces which are
currently in use. By providing a new focal center while supporting some
degree ofdecentralization, the Plan recognizes the rich complexity and the
magnitude of the University community, which could be inappropriately
accommodated in a single location.

Houston Hall might well serve as the administrative center for the offices
ofthe Vice Provost for University Life,as well asa subcenter with retail and
eating activity, serving the southern precincts ofcampus.

C. Recreation and Athletics
Penn has a very active recreation program. Clubs and intramural

teams are scheduled for competition throughoutthe school year on every
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PLAN FOR PARKING

available court and ball field. As a result, there is a strong demand for
more recreation facilities to accommodate the needs of the University
community. More tennis, basketball, and volleyball courts are needed

throughout the campus, and there is a critical need for more play fields
for recreation. It is also very important to preserve the quantity and

quality of fields required by the intercollegiate athletics program.
Penn is, however, an urban university, and the large open areas

required for these facilities are few. Land costs are high, and the available
sites are also prime targets for other much needed facilities. Meeting the
need for recreation facilities on this densely built-up campus calls for
creative planning; land mayhave to be leased or acquired off-campus for
ball fields. Every available surface, even roofs and decks over other

necessary facilities, must be considered a potential site.
Of primary importance is the need for a new Field House. It should

provide for a variety of recreational and athletic activities, and include an
indoor track specifically designed for intercollegiate athletic competition.
Guidelines! Recommendations:

I. Ideally, the location for anew Field House should be coordinated with
the development of other recreation! athletics facilities to create a major
center in support of campus life. Connecting the new Field House to
existing indoor facilitiessuch as Hutchinson Gymnasium or Gimbel Gym-
nasium has numerous advantages.

2. The roofof a new Field House, along with the roofs ofother buildings,
existing and new, should be developed for recreation activity whenever
practical. For example, the roof of a new Field House would make it
possible to double the current number of outdoor tennis courts.

3. Given the pressures on available land, and the urban context, every
possible opportunity for providing new play fields should be explored.
Decks over parking facilities associated with potential majordevelopments
along the rivercould be utilized. Additional remote fields could be built on
land acquired directly across the Schuylkill River or southwest of the
University. Hill Field could readily be developed as an all-weather, day-
and-night recreation facility, maximizing its usefulness.

4. The Palestra, Hutchinson Gymnasium, and the Skating Rink could
be more tightly linked and possibly added to, through the construction of
new facilities. At the same time, modifications to the existing buildings
could provide added space for the most heavily scheduled activities.

D. Parking
An ideal parkingsolution balances the needs of faculty, staff, students,

and visitors with the preservation ofthe Penn campus as a quality setting
for the activities of the University community as a living/learning/re-
search center. Given the importance of parking in maintaining access to
the campus, the Campus Master Plan advocates that sufficient parking
be provided to meet real demand.
The Campus Master Plan's recommendations for parking are two-

fold: first, to meet the shorter range need to provide for current demand
and to replace parking lost to construction, while the second is aimed at
meeting longer range projections of demand, planning for and develop-
ing parking to meet the University's growth.

Penn is situated in University City. The University community's
demand for parking is currently met through surface lots, garages, and
on-street parking. Not all of the existing sites are controlled by the
University. For example, surface parking lots at University City Science

Center and 34th and Chestnut Streets also help to meet the needs ofthe
University community. The Civic Center Garage's nearly 1200 spaces
serve the Penn community as well. Penn's planning must take into
account development by these and other entities such as the PGH
Development Corporation.
Guidelines!Recommendations:

Short-Range: In addition to the parking facility under construction at
34th and Chestnut Streets, and the development of remote parking lots
on Murphy Field and the DuPont tract (on the east bank ofthe Schuyl-
kill River), Penn should also consider the following actions:

I. Penn shouldconsider developing additional parking facilities alone or
in conjunction with other participants on the PGH site to meet the critical
needs of the Medical Center. An underground garage is being planned to
accommodate 535 cars. Penn would share these spaces. There is still an
opportunity to construct an additional above-ground parkingstructure for
between 600and 900 parking spaces to be shared by the institutions on the
PGH site. This option should be vigorously promoted.

2. The University should encourage the Civic Center to construct addi-
tional parking beyond the 500 spaces planned on the south side of Civic
Center Boulevard.

3. Where possible. Penn should develop surface sites that do not nega-
tively affect the quality of the campus environment or interfere with
University activities.
4. Penn should consider joint development with the Science Center of a

garage along 38th Street that could meet the parking needs of both
institutions.

5. Penn should consider constructing two additional parkinggarages, at
38th and Walnut Streets to meet transient/ visitor needs, and at 40th and
Walnut Streets to meet the long-term permit parkingdemand.The garages
could be multi-use, with ground level commercial, rooftop recreational,
and in some cases, shared land uses.
Long Range: The construction of remote parkingfacilities will have to

be considered. Remote parking would have to be be connected to the
campus by University bus. Such parkingwill be required if the University
continues to grow and/or real demand remains unmet.
Any number of factors could dramatically affect the demand for

parking. The memory of the fuel crisis of the 1970s and its effect on
automobile use is still fresh. Public transportation and its future could
also dramatically affect parking demand. Furthermore, development of
sites in the area byothers could also affect trafficand parking supplyand
demand. The University's approach must be flexible and realistic.

E. Housing
Student Housing
Of the 22,000 graduate and undergraduate students attending the

University of Pennsylvania in 1986-87, approximately 7,000 lived on
campus, while an equal number lived in the residential communities to
the west of 38th Street and immediately across the river to the east. The
rest are dispersed throughout the metropolitan area.

Students at Penn follow a pattern common to most major research
universities. 70.3% of Penn undergraduates live on campus. However,
while 99.1% offreshmen live in University housing, only 31.7%of seniors
live on campus.Graduatestudents are even less likely to live on campus if
alternatives are available. Only 10% of the University's graduate and
professional students live on campus.
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In most years, vacancies exist in almost all types of on-campus hous-

ing. Off-campus housing offers Penn students competitive rents, some
recently renovated units, and housing types, such as shared houses,
which are unavailable on campus. In this context, the University must
become more competitive. Renovations of University housing, aimed at

improving the University's position, are already under way throughout
the campus. Given this situation, it is uncertain whether there is a
demand for any additional units of campus housing at this time. There
are strong indications, however, that the cost of renting units in Univer-

sity City will continue to increase at a faster rateover the next decade. At
the same time, rental property is being purchasedfor single family use as
the area becomes increasingly attractive. In addition, the concept of

converting existing on-campus housing is being explored, to address the
creation of housing for specific graduate schools, such as the Wharton
School, similar to those already existing forthe LawSchool.A situation
could develop which would encourage more students to choose on-
campus housing, possibly creating a demand for new construction.
Because of the many factors which could affect the future situation, the
University must maintain a continuous watch on the housing issue and
be prepared to take action in sufficient time to avoid a crisis.

Guidelines! Recommendations:
I. Additional units could be built within the existing campus. This new

on-campus housing should emphasize the more desirable smaller residen-
tial halls. For instance, within the Superblock itself there are a number of
potential sites for new residences which, if developed, would actually
improve the quality of the plan, improving the scale and usefulness of the
open spaces. The University may also want to considera major redesign of
the existing Superbiock towers themselves, to improve living conditions
and the quality of student life. Concern over the current conditions and
plans of these towers has even led to consideration ofdemolishing one or
more of the towers and replacing them with the more attractive low-rise
residential "halls." Anothersuggestion has been to redesign one or more of
the towers specifically for the graduate students in Wharton or another
graduate program.

2. Off-campus apartments could be purchased and operated by Univer-
sity City Associates in the areas west of the campus.

3. Finally, new private residential developments built with or without
Penn's participation, could provide additional market-priced housing to
Penn's students.

Faculty Housing
The University's policy is to encourage faculty to live nearthe campus.

This is viewed as an important way to enrich the intellectual and social
life of the University community, by fostering interchange outside the
classroom between students and faculty, andamong faculty. Aconsider-
able number of the faculty already live on or near campus, but the
majoritydo not. Arecent analysis offacultyaddresses by the University's
Office of Institutional Research reveals that more than 30% of the
standing faculty teaching in the undergraduate program live within the
neighborhoods immediately surrounding the campus, including the Cen-
ter City communities to the east. This figure is even higher (40%) for
undergraduate faculty under forty. However, when all the standing
faculty, including those teaching in graduate programs and professional
schools, are combined only 21.2% live in thesesame neighborhoods.The
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rest live throughout the Philadelphia region with significant concentra-
tions on the Main Line, the Media West Chester area, and German-
town Chestnut Hill. There are obvious reasons for this which are asso-
ciated with the quality and accessibility of many residential areas of the

region. Responding to this very same issue in the 1917 Master Plan. Paul
Cret wrote, "A socially compact community formed by students and
instructors is certainly desirable, although perhaps difficult of attain-
ment, in a university placed in a great city."
Guidelines! Recommendations:

I. The University should continue to work to increase the number of
faculty living on or near the campus. Current mortgage programs which
financially assist faculty and staff who move into the area immediately
around the campus should be maintained.

2. Newprivate market housingwhich will be built nearthe campus, such
as the development of 34th and Chestnut Streets and the possible future
development of sites along the River at Walnut Street, should be looked
upon as offering faculty new opportunities for quality housing.

3. Some ofthis new private development housing might be specifically
designed to accommodate retired faculty who wish to remain in the
campus environment.

F. Retail Development
Existing retail services at Penn in 1987 are relatively dispersed and

probably capture only a portion of their full market potential. More
important, there is no identifiable center of activity which is so crucial to
the life of a modern urban campus. A well-designed mix of retail
establishments in the campus area has the potential not only to better
serve the existing market, but also to reach beyond University City and
West Philadelphia to a broader market. The Master Plan proposes a

bi-polar development ofretail services, which would create twonodes of
retail activity.
Guidelines! Recommendations:

I. The existing 40th and Walnut Street area, with its general orientation
towards convenience retail, would be the foundation of one of the centers
of retail activity. Through direct involvement in some of the properties in
this area, the University could work to improve the quality of services as
well as the character and safety of the public spaces.

2. The new development under way in the 34th to 37th Street area,
including the Sansom Street shops and restaurants. This concentration is
centered on 36th Street, which is rapidly emerging as a major north-south
axis, including the first retail development within the Science ('enter and
the focus of activity along 36th Street between Walnut Street and [.ocust
Walk within the campus. This centrally located concentration of retail
activity is likely to contribute significantly to the quality of student and
faculty life on campus.

3. As the PGH site develops, a third, much smaller, node of retail
activity, concentrating on convenience retail, could emerge to serve the
large working population centered about the Medical Center as well as the
large number of visitors to the area.

4. It is suggested that existing convenience retail stores located in numer-
ous places around the campus remain to maximize access from all areas of
thecampus, and thatthey be upgraded to improve thequality ofservice to
the University.

Proposed retail shops along 36th Street.
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Section IV: Developing the Walnut Street Corridor

Proposed development ofthe campus.

As Locust Walk was the thematic element of the master plans of the
1960s, the central theme ofthe Campus Master Plan forthe next 25 years
will be the development of the Walnut Street corridor. This corridor
extends from the Schuylkill River to 40th Street ten blocks to the west,
including selected development sites north to Chestnut Street and south
to Locust Walk, and, as the prime westbound connection between the
City and the Campus, it is undeniably a part ofthe campus ofthe 1990s
and beyond.
Up to now Walnut Street has generally been treated as off-campus,

neglected in preference to the interior spaces ofthe central campus. Now,
as Walnut Street takes on a new, key role in the development of the
campus, its presentation and its image directly affect how thecampus is
perceived. Inescapably identified with Penn, Walnut Street must be
transformed into a positive open space: it should become the core of
interaction between campus and city, full of life and activity. The many
development sites within the corridor provide opportunities for growth
and provision for special functions inappropriateto theolder parts ofthe
campus. Asmany as eighteen sites within thecorridor could be altered to
some extent, or developed with new construction. This would amount to
forty-five percent ofthe total frontage along both sides ofWalnut Street.

Fully developed, the corridor could contain academic! research facili-
ties, recreation! athletics facilities, faculty! student! staff activity centers,
parking, restaurants and retail stores, residential and office structures,
performance facilities, a museum, the library, and administrative
facilities.





Projects Which Could Be Developed
Within the Walnut Street Corridor

I. The gateway development at the Walnut Street Bridge: the devel-
opment ofthe site currently occupied by Post Office parking and main-
tenance facilities is being explored by the US Government Postal Service.

In area and because of its topography, it is capable of supporting
considerable new construction. Three levels of parking would fit below
the level ofthe bridge, andthe extensive deckcould be used for recreation
and open space, still allowing for considerable multi-story residential,
office, orother uses. The pressure for such a large development does not
yet exist, but that it will eventually be developed appears very likely. Its
short-term value, for parking and open space, is much more immediate.
Any buildings constructed on this site will command exceptional views

of the downtown. They will also be highly visible from the many
approaches to and through Center City. The potential of the Post Office
site as a gateway to University City, West Philadelphia, and the Univer-
sity is unequaled.
The development of a platform over this site could also extend the

Locust Walk axis to the Riverand possibly beyond to the east bank ofthe
Schuylkill. It also offers possibilities for improved accessibility and
connections between other sites along the River.

In addition to the Post Office site south of Walnut Street, other
facilities north of Walnut Street occupied by the Post Office and other
users (for example, General Electric) might also be expected to be
replaced by more intense development in the future.

2. Between 32nd and 33rd Streets, along Walnut Street: Two sites are
available in this area which, if properly planned and developed, could
create a memorable entrance to the main campus. One site, on the north,
between LRSM and the University parking structure, is large enough to
support a significant new structure. On the south, a valuable opportunity
exists east of DRL for the development of a new building and the
creation of a street level courtyard entrance to the complex and the
University campus.

3. Development of Hill Field and Woodland Walkway: Hill Field is
located between 33rd and 34th Streets, and between Walnut and Chest-
nut Streets. It occupies the northwest quadrant ofthis block. Hill House
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and a small fraternity house are the only structures. For many years, Hill
Field has been an undeveloped open field used for intramural recreation
and club sports. It is intensively used, but in very poor condition.

The Woodland Avenue right-of-way originally passed diagonally
through the middle of the site. With the decision to close Woodland
Avenue, the diagonal connecting the Drexel campus (where Woodland
Walk is fully developed) and the corner of 34th and Walnut (where the
diagonal is strongly implied) was broken. The path taken by many people
through Hill Field to the University of Pennsylvania campus passes
through a heavily planted corner plot, a surface parking lot, and along a
dirt path through the field itself.
To resolve this problem it has been proposed that the field and the

walkway be redesigned and developed. The relocation of an historic
wrought-iron gate has been proposed for the entrance to the block, at
33rd and Chestnut Streets, and the diagonal would be paved and lands-
caped appropriately. Hill Field itself would be converted to an all-
weather field, possibly with night lighting for maximum utilization.
The two corner sites offer excellent opportunities for new buildings,

which would further strengthen the diagonal as well as the form of the
open space.

4. Development ofthe sites east and west of34th Street along Chestnut
Street: two important development sites are located on the north side of
Chestnut Street, flanking 34th Street. To the east is the site of a major
parking garage and University office building. (Construction on the
parking garage was initiated in mid-1987.) The office building, which will
actually front on Hill Field, will be a highly visible addition to the
campus.
On the northwest corner of this intersection a private residential

development is proposed. Penn is involved in the planning and could
exercise some influence on its final design. As with the structure across
34th Street, this development will also be very visible, helping to form a
major gateway to the campus from the north and providing market
priced housing opportunities for the University community. The impor-
tance of these two buildings, along with 3401 Walnut and Lewis Hall, in
creating the bounding structures of Hill Field cannot be underestimated.
They will be among the four most prominent buildings on the Penn
campus.

5. Additions to the Law School: a number of additions and modifica-
tions are proposed for the Law School. This complex of buildings is
located on the north side of Hill Field. Lewis Hall, the original Law
School building, fronts on 34th Street. The additions will be located west
of Lewis Hall and could totally alter the architectural character of this
complex and the courts and open spaces within it, thus enhancing the
character of Sansom Street and Chestnut Street as well.

6. The 3401 Walnut Street building: this was completed in early 1988.
Its design is intended to help create a gateway to the campus and an
appropriate boundary for Hill Field. The street level retail uses are a first
step in changing the character of Walnut Street.

7. Modifications to the south side of Walnut Street between 34th and
36th Street: the library service yard should be redesigned toeliminate the
wall and introduce landscaping. Possible additions to the library with
public access from Walnut Street have been explored in the past. A
walkway between the library and thesmall 3400 Walnut building should
be developed which leads directly into Blanche Levy Park, providing
dramatic views of College Hall.

8. The ICA project and the Franklin Building court: with the planned
conversion of the Franklin Building Annex to the new ICA gallery, a
numberofchanges will occur. The Franklin Building parking area will be
changed to a pedestrian court, and the parking area at 36th and Sansom
will become asculpture garden. Patrons ofthe gallery will furtherenliven
Sansom and 36th Streets in the area around the Franklin Annex.

9. Development between 36th and 38th Streets, and between Walnut
and Sansom Streets: this is one of the most important development
opportunities currently available close to the center of the campus. It is
across from the Annenberg Theaters and the Faculty Club, and close to
the Sansom Street restaurants. Gimbel Gymnasium is located along 37th
Street: the Graduate Towers are north ofSansom Street. A program has
not yet been defined, but some important programmatic and design
criteria can be stated. The Retail Plan has demonstrated the importance
ofthe 36th Street area to the overall development ofa strong retail center.
Other program proposalshave included a new performance hall, parking

facilities, student and faculty activity spaces, recreation space, offices,
and housing. The final mixofuses is still under study,but the importance
of this development resource is unquestioned.

10. The development ofthe site along38th Street: upon the removal of
the temporary stores on 38th Street between Locust Walk and Walnut
Street, a site becomes available. This site is ideally located for develop-
ment ofan academic! research facility closeto the academiccenter ofthe
campus. Any new building on this site should be set back a significant
distance from 38th Street to implement the landscaped buffer proposed
in the LAMPIan. The new facility should be integrated with other
buildings in the Stitler Plazacomplex to create new outdoor spaces, well
landscaped and designed to provide a proper entrance to the campus
from 38th and Walnut Streets.

II. Modifications to the Superblock along Walnut and 40th Streets:
recent Master Plan Studies have proposed enclosing the Superblock with
low-rise buildings to create internal courts and more strongly define the
bounding edges of this area. This Master Plan supports these proposals,
viewing them as necessary to the quality of the spaces within the super-
block as well as its definition. The opportunity to provide a gateway into
the Superblock at 40th and Locust Walk, and strengthen Locust Walk, is
also an advantage.

12. Possible construction of a mixed use development on the north-
west corner of Walnut Street and 40th Street: plans for development of
the site on the northwest corner of 40th and Walnut Streets suggest a
parking facility with retailuses at street level. There are also opportunities
to combine other uses-office or research- with the parkingfacility. This
corner is one of the outer gateways to Penn, but it is less institutional in
character than other corners of the campus.

13. Modifications to the shopping area along Walnut and west of40th
Street: the shops at 40th and Walnut Streets closely resemble the inde-
pendent retail clusters surrounding many campuses. Theyare full of life,
very student oriented, and varied in both quality andcharacter. Some of
the stores in this concentration occupy propertyowned and managed by
University City Associates.

Maintaining or increasing the University's involvement and improving
the quality of stores and the variety and character of the shopping
environment must be carefully planned so as not to destroy the vitality
associated with these "off-campus" retail areas. The block between 39th
and 40th Streets along the north side of Walnut Street also presents an
opportunity for major development. The low intensity of the current
retail strip could easily bedeveloped further for other uses supporting the
campus while maintaining street-level retail activities.
Walnut Street Redesign
The final physical design for the overall development of the Walnut

Street corridor will depend to a significant extentonthe landscaping and
redesign of the public streets and on the way buildings are planned in
relation to these public spaces. The following are recommendations for
the redesign ofWalnut Street and other rights-of-way in the corridor and
suggested guidelines for the siting and disposition of new buildings.
Guidelines! Recommendations:

I. Reduction of the width of the Walnut Street roadway: the current
roadway supports three moving lanes, plustwo parking lanes. Elimination
of one parking lane would substantially improve the quality ofthe pedes-
trian environment and allow for extensive landscaping, both along the
curb and in front ofexisting buildings. This possibility should be seriously
explored.

2. Extension of sidewalks at pedestrian crossings: associated with the
reduction in the width of Walnut Street could be the extension of the
sidewalk at the corners, on the parking side, to further reduce the width of
crosswalks.

3. Changes in traffic patterns on 36th and 37th Streets: both 36th and
37th Streets are three laneswide (two movinglanes and one parking lane).
37th Street is one-way south, and 36th Street is acongested two-way street.
It is recommended that traffic patterns be changed, making 36th Street
one-way north. 37th Street is already one way south. This could allow for
the closing of one lane on both streets, further enhancing the pedestrian
space. It would allow for accessibility to the campus while improving the
quality of the public environment. It is also possible, under this plan, to
contemplate the closing of 37th Street, if it provides any significant
advantages.

4. Street tree planting: street trees should be planted along all public
streets. Wherever dimension allows, particularly where new buildings can
be setback, double rows of trees should be planted.
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5. Coordinated design and materials forsidewalk paving: the University
should apply a consistent set ofguidelines for sidewalk paving throughout
the renewal of the Walnut Street corridor.

Siting and Disposition of New Buildings
Guidelines! Recommendations

I. Building setbacks: buildings should be set back from the right-of-way
to permit landscaping comparable to the historic pattern in West Philadel-
phia, where modest gardens contribute to the quality of the public envi-
ronment. Setbacks need not exceed fifteen feet but should be sufficient in
depth to allow appropriate planting. Excessively deep setbacks which
result in major open spaces fronting onthe public street should be avoided
in favor of interior spaces.

2. Creating interior courts: wherever site dimension and building config-
uration permits, or where buildings must turn their backson public streets.
a well-designed and inviting sequence ofspaces should be created, leading
from the public street through a gatewayto interior landscaped courtyards.
The juncture of this secondary or connecting walkway with the public
street should be prominently marked as a gateway orentrance to the inner
campus.

3. Building entrances: pedestrian-oriented frontage along Walnut Street
should be maximized wherever appropriate, as in the case of shops and
entrances to visitor-oriented buildings. Where building entrances are
turned away from the street and located on pedestrian walks or interior
courts, identifiable gateways to these interior spaces should be positioned
along the public streets.

Section V: Suggestions for a Campus Master Plan Review Process

Independent of the Design Review Committee for new construction
on campus, a process should be established and regularized for the

ongoing review and modification of the Campus Master Plan.
This process should be supported by aprofessional plan study which

would identify necessary changes, review recommendations for plan
modification, and prepare a report with possible alternative actions, for
the Plan Review Committee.

Specifically, the review process should
-note the addition ofanynew buildings or approved building projects to
the campus and note implied modifications to the plan.

- note recommendations, complaints, questions raised in reference to the
application ofthe plan to campus development or campus life relevant
to facilities, public spaces and/or services.

-incorporate new development opportunities resulting from new sites

becoming available, new land acquisition, or significant movement
within existing structures on the campus.

-reflect changes in University policies, priorities or resources.
reflect changes in the surrounding community context as well as chang-
ing relations between Penn and its neighbors.

It is equally important to recognize that this Master Plan, like those of
the past, is temporal; it belongs to its own time, expresses current values
and priorities. At some point in the future the basic concepts underlying
this plan will no longer represent the goals of this university. Even if the

plan has been regularly reviewed and continuously modified, the plan
will cease to serve the University's needs. The University must then
initiate a new comprehensive planning process, which will build on this

plan and all of the plans ofthe past, as this one has, but which will speak
to its own time.
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